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UK-based Miracle Drywash Appoints Exclusive Australian Distributor

Aquafree Drywash Pty Ltd now trading as Miracle Drywash Australia

June 28, 2007 - PRLog -- Crawley, UK and Melbourne, Australia – June 2007: Rapidly expanding
Crawley-based company, SJK Products Ltd, manufacturers of the waterless carwash product, Miracle
Drywash, has appointed exclusive distributorship to a Melbourne company. Aquafree Drywash Pty Ltd,
now trading as Miracle Drywash Australia, has enabled Miracle Drywash products to be readily available
throughout Australia.

Ursula McCoy, MD of Miracle Drywash Australia, feels the product has got a bright future in the country
where she has now been living since 1989. Originally from Derry, Northern Ireland, Ursula first came
across Miracle Drywash in November 2006 when she was on holiday, staying with her brother in law in
Scotland.  He was running a caravan park website at the time and was interested in the product as it is very
popular with caravaners.

“My brother in law had a bottle of Miracle Drywash so we tried it out and really liked what we found,” she
recounts.  “Water restrictions are in place in all major cities of Australia due to the severe drought that we
are currently experiencing. These include restrictions on watering our lawns, using sprinkler systems,
refilling swimming pools and washing vehicles, so I think Miracle Drywash is a greatly needed product
over here.

“What I really like about Miracle Drywash is that it builds up a really good polish after repeated use.  You
can tell because the water beads over the polished surface. And I know this is something that other
waterless carwash systems don’t do because I researched into what else was on the market,” she asserts.

“Miracle Drywash is a convenience product.  It makes it so easy for those living in apartments, for
example, to clean their cars – and it will also save a great deal of Australia’s water,” she adds.

SJ Khebbal, founder, is delighted with Ursula’s appointment as his Australian distributor.  “That’s Australia
in the bag and we are now in talks with possible distributors for several other countries.  Things are going
really well!”

Miracle Drywash is a 21st Century, environmentally friendly, waterless car wash product that allows you to
wash and polish your car, motorbike, caravan or motorhome without using water, and so saves water.  In
fact, each 500 ml bottle of Miracle Drywash saves 1 tonne of water! The product contains no chemicals that
are harmful to the environment, and in the UK, it is endorsed by South East Water.  At the recent World
Water Conference held at Oxford University, England, Miracle Drywash was awarded the Waterwise
Marque for its contribution towards water conservation. 

For more information, contact: 

Ursula McCoy
Miracle Drywash Australia
PO Box 6004
Doncaster
Melbourne
3108
Australia 
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1800 153 789

info@miracledrywash.com.au
http://www.miracledrywash.com.au

Mr SJ Khebbal
SJK Products Ltd
James Place
Crawley
West Sussex
RH10 6GA
United Kingdom

01293 533064
sjkhebbal@miracledrywash.com 
http://www.miracledrywash.com 

Submitted by UpTone Business News

Website: www.miracledrywash.com
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